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Question:  What is monoclonal antibody therapy? 
 
Answer:  Monoclonal antibody therapy is a cancer therapy designed to 
mimic the way antibodies produced by the immune system seek out and 
attack antigens on bacteria or infectious cells. Monoclonal antibodies are 
designed to seek out specific proteins on cancer cells that are linked to 
those cells’ growth. They may also be used to deliver chemotherapy or 
radiation therapy directly to cancer cells. (cancercenter.com) 
 
Question:  If a patient is being administered monoclonal antibody therapy 
as part of their cancer treatment, is that considered active treatment of 
cancer? 
 
Answer:  Yes, per AHA Coding Clinic, Herceptin Therapy for Breast Cancer, 
Third Quarter 2009, p. 3 (see below) 

 
Question to AHA Coding Clinic:  A patient had a malignant breast neoplasm 
excised three years ago and has completed radiation and chemotherapy. 
Currently there is no evidence of residual disease on exam, on 
radiographic images, or histologically. However, the patient is receiving 
consolidative treatment for breast cancer with Herceptin indicated for five 
years. How is maintenance on Herceptin coded? 
 
(Trastuzumab, sold under the brand name Herceptin among others, is a 
monoclonal antibody used to treat breast cancer and stomach cancer) 
 
Response from AHA Coding Clinic:  Assign Malignant neoplasm of female 
breast, unspecified, since Herceptin is considered cancer treatment. Assign 
the code for Long-term (current) use of other medications for the 
Herceptin maintenance. 
 
Herceptin therapy is not antineoplastic chemotherapy but is a biological 
adjuvant treatment for women with breast cancers that are HER2 positive 
(with cancer cells overexpressing Human Epidermal Growth Factor 
Receptor 2). Herceptin is a type of targeted cancer therapy also referred 
to as a monoclonal antibody. The monoclonal antibodies are generated in 
the laboratory by reproducing a hybrid cell line, which is designed to 
produce a specific antibody protein. These antibodies attach to the cancer 
cells and signal the body’s immune system to destroy them in a targeted 
attack. The drug is administered weekly for an extended time period via 
intravenous infusion or a central line. Herceptin is used to decrease the 
risk of the cancer recurring, stop cell growth and prevent cancer cells from 
continuing to grow. 
 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS: 
Adjuvant- Additional cancer treatment given after the primary treatment 
to lower the risk that the cancer will come back. Adjuvant therapy may 
include chemotherapy, radiation therapy, hormone therapy, targeted 
therapy, or biological therapy.  
 

 
 
Antigen:  a toxin or other foreign substance which induces an immune 
response in the body, especially the production of antibodies. 
Antineoplastic: Acting to prevent, inhibit or halt the development of a 
neoplasm (a tumor). An agent with antineoplastic properties. 
Chemotherapy: (chemo) is a type of cancer treatment that uses one or 
more antineoplastic drugs as part of a standardized chemotherapy 
regimen.  
Monoclonal antibodies:  are a type of protein made in the laboratory 
that can bind to substances in the body, including cancer cells. There 
are many kinds of monoclonal antibodies. A monoclonal antibody is 
made so that it binds to only one substance. Monoclonal antibodies are 
being used to treat some types of cancer. They can be used alone or to 
carry drugs, toxins, or radioactive substances directly to cancer cells. 
Examples: All MABs have names that include 'mab' at the end of their 
generic name, for example: 

 alemtuzumab (Campath)- Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 
 cetuximab (Erbitux)- Head, Neck, and Colorectal cancer. 
 ipilimumab (Yervoy)-Melanoma 
 panitumumab (Vectibix)-Colon Cancer 

 

Parenteral drug administration means any non-oral means of 
administration but is generally interpreted as relating to injecting directly 
into the body, bypassing the skin and mucous membranes. 
Prophylaxis:  A preventative measure against a disease executed in the 
absence of the disease. 
Selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs):  Drugs that interfere 
with uptake of estrogen by cells by binding with cellular estrogen 
receptors; a hormonal treatment for some cancer. Tamoxifen is an 
example of a SERM drug. 
Tamoxifen- is the oldest and most-prescribed selective estrogen receptor 
modulator (SERM). Tamoxifen is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) to treat women and men diagnosed with hormone-
receptor-positive, early-stage breast cancer after surgery (or possibly 
chemotherapy and radiation) to reduce the risk of the cancer coming 
back (recurring), also in  women and men diagnosed with advanced-stage 
or metastatic hormone-receptor-positive disease.  Tamoxifen also is used 
to reduce breast cancer risk in women who haven't been diagnosed but 
are at higher-than-average risk for the disease (prophylactically).  (Breast 
Cancer.org)  

 *Please Note*:  Treatment of cancer with Tamoxifen is 
considered active treatment, EXCEPT when Tamoxifen 
treatment is given to prevent cancer prophylactically that is 
NOT considered active treatment. (AAPC) 

 

Resources: 
AHA Coding Clinic 
AAPC https://www.aapc.com/blog/40016-clear-up-confusion-as-to-

when-cancer-becomes-history-of/ 
 

 


